
I didn’t really intend to put anything into a SAPS mailing until I made it 
up into the active membership ranks, but Walter Breen changed ny mind by making 
some remarks about me in SAPTERRANEAN last mailing. I thought I might as well 
say a few words in ny own defense.

Actually, of course, there's nothing much 
to defend. No arguments were advanced against my views; only some rather 
sneering language purporting to describe my position. This is legitimate 
enough if your purpose is defamation of character; or winning'cbnverts to a 
Cause; it has nothing to do with rational discussion and argument.

Apparently 
Breen knows nothing about ny views except what he has seen in that one letter 
in DISCORD, and equally apparently he equates "non-pacifist" with "conserva
tive, reactionary, Birchist, defender of the status quo", and other such 
epithets.. This isn’t very good semantics. I am not a "Gallant Defender of 
the Redwhiteandblue Status Quo", .except insofar as I am on record as prefer— 
Fing life in America as it is now to the examples I see of life in territory 
conquered by Russia, and that I am a pragmatist who wants an alternative so
lution before attacking the one that I have. I'm not in love with the Status 
Quo or with the military, but what is the alternative?

Let ite try to clarify 
my position with something like logic and realism.

Point 1. A look across 
history reveals that the Russians have always oppressed the population of any 
conquered territory. CONCLUSION: It is undesirable to be conquered by the 
Russians.

Point 2. The U.S. has a tremendous nuclear arsenal. If a war 
starts, and we are faced -with a virtual certainty of losing it, our government 
would almost certainly unleash our nuclear firepower, provoking retaliation 
and possibly ending all life on Earth. CONCLUSION: It is desirable that we 
not be placed in a position of having to use nuclear weapons in orjer to avoid 
losing a war to Russia.

P°int 3. The day of the "minute-man" is long past.
In the time it would take us to train civilians to use modern weapons, the Rus
sians could obliterate us without ever touching nuclear weapons if there were 
no regular military to hold them off. Thus we are faced with three possible 
alternatives: 1) Permit the Russians to conquer us without a fight (undesir
able from Point 1). 2) Dispense with a regular military, but maintain our 
nuclear deterrent (undesirable from Point 2). 3) Continue to maintain a reg
ular military xorce at an adequate level of manpower and training and equip
ment, so that there will at least be a possibility that a war need neither be 
lost nor degenerate into a nuclear holocaust.

I feel that these points all fol
low logically, and that no reasonable man can quarrel with them. If anyone
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does have an argument with them, I'd be glad to hear it. But I want argu
ment on a logical, reasonable plane, not name-calling a la Breen.
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